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Abstract— Advert hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) 

Routing is a routing protocol for cell ad hoc networks (MANETs) 

and different wi-fi ad-hoc networks. The ordinary AODV 

protocol are not able to address to multi rate PHY 

communications. In this paper, we analyze the connection 

between information fee, corresponding transmission range and 

number of hops in AODV protocol and in finding the top of the 

line data expense for AODV control and information packets and 

potent routing metric. Then we propose a brand new pass-layer 

AODV routing protocol particularly Multi-price AODV (MR-

AODV) to set up effective routes within the multi-expense 

wireless environments. MR-AODV propagates the RREQ 

packets on the most reliable price to disseminate them turbo and 

the trail decision algorithm chooses the first-class multi rate path 

for the conversation. This additionally introduces a brand new 

routing metric namely route attain that's used to decide upon the 

most useful route between the supply and vacation spot nodes. 

This strategy acquires information from the MAC layer and 

price controlling from the community layer. The performance of 

this enhancement has been evaluated by means of simulation 

making use of community Simulator and results show massive 

development of the performance in multi-expense advert hoc 

network environments. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless ad hoc networks networks are composed of a 

quantity of self sustaining wireless nodes and are competent 

of speaking with each and every different over direct wireless 

hyperlinks inside the insurance plan or with the support of 

intermediary hops when they are out-of variety from each and 

every other. Therefore, each and every node in the network 

has to behave as a router to furnish finish–to–finish 

connectivity between two non-neighboring nodes [5-7]. The 

possibilities with advert hoc networks are relatively never-

ending. With connection sharing and different methods to 

entry public or personal wired or wi-fi networks, the reach of 

an ad hoc community can extend relatively a ways. 

A quantity of routing protocols for such networks had 

been proposed in the up to date years; nonetheless, because of 

the dynamic nature of wireless atmosphere and the node  

 

 

mobility, the reactive or on–demand protocols are favored 

rather than the proactive protocols. 

The ad hoc On–demand Distance Vector (AODV) 

protocol[1-4] is among the widespread reactive routing 

protocol that discovers the path between the source and 

vacation spot nodes dynamically. In AODV, the source node 

searches for a new path to be in contact with a vacation spot 

node with the aid of broadcasting a Route Request (RREQ) 

packet. The neighboring nodes, which obtain the RREQ 

packet, seek for a path to the vacation spot in its routing table. 

When a node finds a route within the desk, it replies with an 

unicast Route Reply (RREP) packet to the RREQ sender. 

Otherwise, it forwards the RREQ packet to its neighbors. For 

that reason the RREQ packet traverses hop by hop and reaches 

the destination. The vacation spot node replies with an RREP 

to set up a brand new route. The RREP packet traverses the 

identical route within the reverse course. When the source 

node receives more than one RREP packets for the equal 

RREQ packet, it selects the trail with the minimal number of 

hops. AODV additionally makes use of the howdy and Route 

Error (RERR) packets to control route failure and 

reconstruction. The design of AODV protocol is founded on 

the straightforward packet radio mannequin where a wi-fi 

node transmits in a predefined knowledge fee.  

This present day, physical layer enhancements aid multiple 

knowledge charges, which enable wireless nodes to pick the 

suitable transmission fee depending on the required nice of 

service and the radio channel stipulations. For instance, the 

IEEE 802.11g typical [8-11] with OFDM technological know-

how help eight modulation and coding schemes (MCS) and 

presents eight data charges between 6Mbps to 54Mbps in line 

with the chosen MCS as proven in the desk 1.       

Nonetheless, the receiver sensitivity or the minimal 

acquired sign force on the receiving finish varies with the info 

price. The receiver can receive excessive rate transmissions 

when it receives more suitable alerts. When you consider that 

the radio signal attenuates exponentially with distance, the 

greater receiver sensitivity for the higher premiums motive the 

transmission variety to drop below the range with scale back 

data charges. Hence, the mobile measurement decreases when 
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wi-fi nodes selects bigger data rates and the number of hops 

between two nodes increases [12-16]. 

The IEEE 802.Eleven average does not include any unique 

rate adaptation system to utilize the more than one 

transmission rates effectually; rather it leaves that as an 

implementation dependent difficulty [12]. Nevertheless, 

broadcast packets are not ever recounted, as a result these 

packets are normally transmitted at the best feasible price. As 

a consequence of this approach, node isolation is increased 

and the routes established do not reflect the true nature of the 

topology. 

Awerbuch [18] confirmed the effectivity of the medium 

time metric in making a choice on excessive throughput 

community metric yields an ordinary total community 

throughput increase of 20% to 60%, depending on community 

density, over the normal hop count. The hop rely routing 

metric, which is mostly utilized in single cost networks, is 

suboptimal in multi-rate networks because it tends to opt for 

quick paths composed of maximum size hyperlinks. In a 

multi-expense community, these lengthy distance hyperlinks 

operate on the slowest to be had fee, hence achieving low 

amazing throughput and reduced reliability because of the low 

sign stages 

In signal balance headquartered ad Hoc Routing Protocols 

as in [19], the authors show that the minimum hop course 

mostly involves hyperlinks which showcase low reliability. In 

[8] the authors gift quite a lot of routing protocols which are 

headquartered on sign steadiness and link reliability instead 

than simply shortest path as a way to furnish expanded course 

reliability. On the opposite, in our work, signal know-how is 

used not most effective to broaden the trail’s reliability, but 

also to broaden community throughput. 

The SSR [20-22] and HT-AODV [2] routing protocols 

focus on the excessive throughput direction determination. 

However, they do not consider the rate effectivity in 

transmitting the RREQ packets. Extra, the vacation spot node 

in HT-AODV waits for a period to obtain all RREQs in 

extraordinary paths to pick the most useful path. 

In [23] the authors suggest a cost Adaptive Opportunistic 

ad hoc Routing (ROAR) protocol that recruits neighbours of 

nodes on the least fee route as support nodes during the route 

construction process, and the protocol works carefully with 

the MAC layer to appoint an opportunistic forwarding scheme 

to take knowledge of the node diversity at every hop. The 

ROAR, nevertheless, relies on the transmission failure depend 

for rate adaptation. Accordingly, it does no longer adapt the 

cost in the course of route request phases to propagate the 

requests rapid. 

In the existing proposed models for MR-AODV [24], 

parameters called link gain and path gain are considered as 

routing metrics. However, the directional dependence of the 

signal attenuation is portrayed in an excessively significant 

manner. Hence the model as proposed in [25] required the 

computation of the link gain in both forward and reverse paths 

individually for each link along the network when the 

environment conditions for the forward and reverse paths is 

very much similar and hence the same value of data rate will 

suffice. Therefore redundant computation is introduced in [26] 

as the same value of data rate is calculated twice for each link 

on both the nodes. Consequently the processing time 

introduced for each packet becomes potent especially in a 

congested network.  

Here, we advise a brand new cross-layer scheme to enhance 

the AODV protocol particularly Multi-cost AODV (MR-

AODV) to set up efficient routes in the multi-expense wireless 

environments. The MR-AODV introduces a new routing 

metric specifically route acquire that is used to decide upon 

the most desirable knowledge price for knowledge switch 

between the source and vacation spot nodes. The path attain is 

calculated when you consider that both hop count and 

information charges at each hop for a given path. The finest 

information expense for links at every hop is located and 

hence the top-to-end efficiency is accelerated. The go layer 

design of MR-AODV permits acquiring understanding from 

the MAC layer and fee controlling from the network layer and 

it does now not require any price controlling protocols at the 

MAC layer, reducing the computational complexity. MR-

AODV propagates RREQ packets at the optimum data cost to 

disseminate them faster and the path resolution algorithm 

chooses the satisfactory multi-fee course for the verbal 

exchange. 

The leisure of the paper is organised into four chapters. 

Chapter  2 explains our concept and the enhancement of 

natural AODV protocol to deal with to multi fee environments. 

It briefs about our suggestion of introducing a brand new 

routing metric known as route obtain. Chapter 3 and 4 

provides the vital conclusions framed from the simulation 

results and the situations that we regarded at the same time 

simulation. It summarizes our file by describing quite a lot of 

observations and scope for future work. 

II. THE OPTIMUM DATA RATE 

A.  Data Rate vs. Hop Count 

The layer independent design of AODV and the ARF scheme 

collectively force to transmit the RREQ on the highest viable 

expense. Therefore, the quantity of hops in the routes raises. 

Moreover, a node may also be isolated from the network when 

it has no neighbour within the range of the highest fee. 

Alternatively, if the cost manage had been designed to enable 

transmitting broadcast/multicast packets at the lowest viable 

price, the airtime of the RREQ packet would broaden vastly. It 

will additionally flood the network throughout the route 

discovery. Thus, the efficiency of AODV protocol inadvert 

hoc networks with multi-cost supported gadgets depends on 

the trade-off between the information rate and quantity of 

hops. 

B. Calculating the optimum Data Rate 

In this section, we reward an analytical model to check the 

premier information fee for advert hoc verbal exchange. First, 

we relate the minimal quantity of hops with the data rate, and 

then find the acquire in transmission time for identifying 

better knowledge premiums. Eventually, we mix them to 
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search out the ultimate knowledge rate for multi-hop advert 

hoc communications. In keeping with the wireless radio 

propagation mannequin, the got sign force at a receiver R, 

which is d distance away from the transmitter T, is expressed 

as: 
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where, Pr and Pt are the receive and transmit signal energy 

in dBm,  
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 is the free house course loss at a  

reference distance   d  (almost always, 1m) in dBm for sign 

velocity of  c  and frequency f  , and    is the path loss 

exponent  66.1     relying on the channel situation 

between T and R. For any modulation and coding scheme, if 

the acquire sensitivity Psi is required for transmission price i, 

we are able to examine the transmission variety Ri from (1) 

with  d  = 1 and Pr = Psi as: 
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1)  Range Gain 

 

The range gain (GRi) is the ratio of the transmission range 

for data fee ‘i’ to the transmission variety for the minimal data 

rate min(i), which will also be expressed as:  
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2)  Hop Count 

The Hop achieve Ghi is the minimum quantity of hops 

required via the information transmission at fee i to quilt the 

transmission range of data fee min(i), 

i.e.,      
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The Ghi suggests how an information price influences the 

performance of the network by means of increasing 

(decreasing) the quantity of hops. 

Let us recall OFDM technological know-how applied at the 

bodily layer. The IEEE 802.11g ordinary with OFDM 

technology help eight modulation and coding schemes (MCS) 

and offers eight knowledge charges between 6Mbps to 

54Mbps in step with the chosen MCS as shown within the 

Table 1. 

 

TABLE 1 

DATA RATE VS. RECEIVER SENSITIVITY IN IEEE 802.11 OFDM PHY 

The 802.11 OFDM PHY transmission time for a packet is 

given by way of: 
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where, L is the payload dimension in bytes together with 

the network and MAC overheads, tP , tSIG and tSYM are the 

PREAMBLE, signal and OFDM image transmission time, and 

NDBPSi is the number of coded bits per OFDM symbol for 

the selected information rate i, respectively. The IEEE 

802.Eleven ordinary defines these values as 16μs, 4 μs and 

four μs, respectively. Combining (four) and (5), the expense 

gain Gi can also be defined as: 
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Where tmin(i) is the transmission time of the packet at the 

minimum expense and ta is the common entry prolong at each 

hop together with the time to transmit the packet within the 

queue and MAC entry lengthen. The access lengthen ta at a 

hop is determined by the number of lively neighbours and the 

community load in the vicinity.  

The 
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tt
  is the achieve in transmission time of the 

packet. We can assume the ta = 34μs (the DIFS period) in a 

flippantly loaded environment where the packet entry the 

medium at the minimum feasible time. In dense and high load 

networks ia tt  ; for that reason, (6) may also be 

represented as: 

..... (7) 

i.e., the quantity of hops in the direction dominates the 

efficiency when a packet experience gigantic entry delay at 

every hop. Accordingly, transmitting on the lowest cost would 

supply the high-quality efficiency in this kind of case. 

 

Table 2 shows different rates with corresponding gains for 

the IEEE 802.11 multi-rate OFDM PHY.  
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We realize that the price with the smallest gain (i.E., 

24Mbps) is the ideal rate in propagating the packet in the 

direction of the transmission boundary.   

Thus, the information fee i with minimum fee achieve is the 

gold standard for RREQ packet propagation.  

A. Route Discovery 

MR-AODV builds routes utilizing a route request / route 

reply query cycle. When a source node desires a route to a 

vacation spot for which it does no longer already have a route, 

it declares a route request (RREQ) packet throughout the 

community. Nodes receiving this packet update their 

knowledge for the supply node and hooked up backwards tips 

that could the supply node within the route tables. 

Furthermore to the source node's IP deal with, current 

sequence quantity, and broadcast identity, the RREQ 

additionally involves the most latest sequence number for the 

destination of which the supply node is mindful. A node 

receiving the RREQ could send a route reply (RREP) if it is 

either the destination or if it has a route to the destination with 

corresponding sequence number greater than or equal to that 

contained in the RREQ. If that is so, it unicasts a RREP back 

to the source. In any other case, it rebroadcasts the RREQ. 

Nodes hold monitor of the RREQ's source IP deal with and 

broadcast identity. If they receive a RREQ which they've 

already processed, they discard the RREQ and don't ahead it.  

C. Path Gain Calculation 

The path gain is the routing metric that we use in our paper. 

The path gain is the average data rate that can be achieved for 

data transfer towards the destination. To serve its purpose, the 

path gain field is used in both the packet formats and the 

routing table. 

Consider a path between two nodes x and y with n number 

of intermediary hops (n≥0). Then the path gain Gp is 

expressed as: 

n
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The path gain Gp is the routing metric used in MR-AODV. 

The data rate that can be applied on a link is found as follows: 

When a node receives a RREQ packet the MAC layer 

delivers the received packet to the network layer along with 

the RSSI for the packet and computes the data rate 

corresponding to the RSSI from Table 1. 

It then checks its routing table and enters this value of data 

rate in the path gain field for the sender node. If the node does 

not contain an entry in the routing table, it makes a new entry 

and stores this value of data rate as path gain. 

In a similar manner the data rates for each link is calculated 

and eventually each node knows the optimum data rate for 

data transfer with other nodes.  

D. Route Selection 

When the destination node responds for a RREQ packet 

with a RREP, it will have to affix an initial value of path gain. 

Initially the path gain value is kept as the data rate from the 

destination (k+1th) hop to the previous node (kth hop). When 

the kth hop forwards the RREP towards the k-1th hop it adds 

the value of data rate between kth and k-1th hop to the path 

gain field and forwards the RREP packet. In this manner the 

RREP packet propagates along the path cumulatively adding 

the data rates to the path gain till it reaches the RREQ 

originator (0th hop). 

At the source, the source receives multiple RREP packets 

along different paths with different values of path gain. The 

source now calculates the actual path gain value as the data 

rate per hop for all the RREP packets. It then selects the 

RREP which has the highest value of path gain. This is the 

path which supports the highest data rate for transmission and 

is chosen as the path for communication. 

E. MR-AODV Packet Format 

As discussed earlier, MR-AODV exploits the multi-rate 

capability in the in the PHY layer to route packets efficiently 

to the destination node. It follows the basic route discovery 

and routing phase of the AODV; however, it applies path 

gains as routing metric rather than the hop count alone as in 

traditional AODV[27-29]. It retains the same packet format as 

in traditional AODV for the route request packets i.e., RREQ 

packets. 

1)  RREP PACKET FORMAT 

We modify the RREP packets of the traditional AODV 

protocol in order to apply the Path Gain Gp as the new routing 

metric. Since the MR-AODV follows the basic AODV 

protocol for the route discovery process, we keep the 

traditional AODV fields in these packets and append required 

gain fields to the packet. 
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Fig. 1.  The Route Reply (RREP) Packet FOR MR-AODV 

The modified RREP packet structure is shown in Figure 5.2 

It has an additional field namely Path Gain containing a single 

precision IEEE 854 floating point number[30-33]. This field 

represents the path gain from the destination to the k-th hop 

(or the source). The routing algorithm uses this value as the 

new routing metric to route the packets efficiently. 

F. Required Support from the MAC Layer 

The proposed MR-AODV routing protocol requires pass layer 

aid from the MAC for the computations of gains and to drive 

the PHY layer to transmit packets on the preferred 

information rate. The MAC layer supplies acquired data 

packets to the community layer together with the RSSI for the 

packet from which the network layer computes the beneficial 

properties and price controlling. Similarly, the network layer 

sends the manipulate and knowledge packets to the MAC 

layer with the favored knowledge cost of transmission. The 

MAC layer bypasses the expense manage mechanism as in 

ARF and makes the PHY layer transmit the packet at the 

preferred information rate. 

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

 

The traditional AODV protocol makes use of the hop 

depend metric for route selection. Rather we include the data 

cost additionally as a routing metric and provide a more 

efficient route determination algorithm. We evaluate the 

performance of the MR-AODV routing protocol by using 

simulations on two distinct topologies and compare them with 

ordinary AODV protocol[34-36]. The simulations are run on 

the network simulator NS-2.33 and the results are analysed 

utilizing graphs. We used a 20-node static topology with a 

varying inter-node distance and a random topology with 

varying node depend. The load is utilized at one finish in the 

direction of the other finish. The info packet dimension is 

1460 bytes and the trail loss exponent (γ) for the channel is 

regarded to be 3. 

A. Scenario I 

The observed the packet delivery ratio and delay time of 

the MR-AODV protocol in the static topology have been 

shown in Figure 3 and 4, respectively.  

 
 

Fig. 3.  PDR graph plotted for AODV and MR AODV 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Delay graph plotted for AODV and MR AODV 

 

As far as the end-to-end packet delay is considered both 

AODV and MR-AODV have similar performance when the 

source and destination are kept close to each other with 

AODV performing slightly better than our proposed protocol. 

This is because; the packet processing time becomes 

influential when very few hops are involved. However, when 

the node spacing is increased or when the end-to-end distance 

increases, AODV performs poorly in response with the delay 

variations being drastic. On the other hand, the MR-AODV 

has a stable delay with very little variations for increased node 

spacing. 

The delay is also predictive thereby reducing the analytical 

complexity. This can be explained as our protocol seeks more 

closely packed routes thereby using links that have better 

connectivity. Hence even with increasing distance the 

connection orientation is not greatly modified allowing a 

stable performance. 

 The packet delivery ratio is found to be greatly 

enhanced from that of the traditional AODV’s performance 

with an average of 99% maintained. When the network 

spacing is increased both the protocols degrade in 

performance but the decline is found to be sharp and 

predominant in AODV, whereas our proposed model despite 

of the decline, still maintains a comparatively high PDR 

which is admitted from the graphs. This is again attributed to 

the better connectivity maintained in MR-AODV ensuring 

better packet delivery. 
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B.  SCENARIO II  

The random topology that is used here has a varying node 

count. The test scripts were run with 20, 30, 40 and 50 nodes. 

The network was allowed to monitor for some time before 

node mobility was allowed. 

. Both AODV and MR-AODV have similar results with  

random topologies when the delay analysis is involved. 

However the better connectivity of MR-AODV helps it to 

perform slightly better than the traditional AODV. But when 

the PDR analysis is considered the MR-AODV protocol again 

produces a very high PDR above 99 %. 

 
 

Fig. 5.  PDR graph plotted for AODV and MR AODV 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Delay graph plotted for AODV and MR AODV 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

In this article, we don't forget a brand new routing metric 

particularly route reap for the multi-rate PHY in wi-fi advert 

hoc networks and suggest an effective routing protocol to 

decide upon probably the most efficient routes making use of 

the trail gain metric. The proposed MR-AODV disseminates 

the info packets very speedily towards the vacation spot. The 

decision of course with the highest course obtain additionally 

improves the network throughput in multi-price wireless 

advert hoc networks. The design of MR-AODV protocol 

requires help from the lower layers to manage the PHY data 

price as well as to acquire information for the trail choice 

algorithm. FUTURE SCOPE 

 

The approach of multiple data rate discussed in our project 

can be modified to identify high throughput links. It can be 

adapted to trace the variations in data rate along each link in 

the path and the path which has the lower variations can 

guarantee better throughput. This is because when there is 

little variation in the links, it infers that those links have 

similar data rates. Therefore there will be fewer bottleneck 

links along the path and the need for extended buffers is 

reduced. Reduced buffering transpires as reduced packet 

discard thereby attempting to achieve very high throughput. 

This type of connection establishment could be applied where 

secure links are involved and packet retransmission is a 

concern for worry. 
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